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Featured Application: The results described in this paper will be used to develop low-noise re-
ceiving systems for ground-based radio telescopes and future space missions.

Abstract: We report on research in the field of low-noise receiving systems in the sub-terahertz (THz)
range, carried out in recent years, aimed at developing receivers with quantum sensitivity for imple-
mentation in space and ground-based radio telescopes. Superconductor-Insulator-Superconductor
(SIS) mixers based on high-quality tunnel junctions are the key elements of the most sensitive sub-
THz heterodyne receivers. Motivations and physical background for technology improvement and
optimization, as well as fabrication details, are described. This article presents the results of the
SIS receiver developments for the 211–275 GHz and 790–950 GHz frequency ranges with a noise
temperature in the double sideband (DSB) mode of approximTELY 20 K and 200 K, respectively.
These designs and achievements are implemented in the development of the receiving systems for the
Russian Space Agency mission “Millimetron”, and for the ground-based APEX (Atacama Pathfinder
EXperiment) telescope.

Keywords: radio astronomy; niobium-based high-quality tunnel junctions; low-noise SIS receivers;
THz range quantum-limited mixers

1. Introduction

The development of ultra-sensitive terahertz (THz) receivers is nowadays one of
the most intensively and successfully explored areas of superconducting electronics [1,2].
Superconducting elements offer an extremely high characteristic frequency and very strong
nonlinearity. This makes it possible to develop systems for receiving a THz signal with
unique parameters unattainable for devices based on other principles. Many applications
require a spectral resolution of ∆f/f~106; this can only be achieved with heterodyne
receiving systems. The heterodyne mixer down-converts the weak input signal of interest
to a lower intermediate frequency (IF) without loss of phase; the spectrum of IF signal is
the same as the input one, but is shifted down in frequency by LO frequency. A heterodyne
receiver is sensitive to two input frequency bands, spaced on either side of the LO frequency
by the IF—double sideband (DSB) mode. The signal of interest usually appears in only one
of these bands (signal band); unwanted noise and spurious radiation received in the other
sideband (image) can be suppressed by eliminating image frequencies—single sideband
(SSB) mode.
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Currently, the most developed are two types of superconducting mixers: SIS mix-
ers [1–6] for frequencies from 0.2 to 1.2 THz and hot-electron bolometer (HEB) mixers [7–11]
for frequencies of 1–5 THz. Both types of mixers are mainly used in radio astronomy, where
low receiver noise is a critical issue. The parameters requested by astronomers can only
be realized using superconducting mixing elements with extremely low intrinsic noise,
determined by the nature of the elements and cryogenic operating temperature.

The mixers based on SIS tunnel junctions are the most developed input devices for
heterodyne receivers at frequencies f from 0.1 to approximately 1.2 THz. The sharp non-
linearity in the tunneling current of the SIS junction is used for the mixer operation; this
nonlinearity results from a single-electron tunneling process between two superconduc-
tors separated by a very thin oxide insulating layer. To describe this tunneling current
under the influence of a local oscillator (LO) signal a quantum-mechanical description is
required [3,4].This process is known as photon assisted tunneling [4], as a result quasi-
particle steps appear in the SIS current-voltage characteristic (IVC). Intrinsically the SIS
mixers can exhibit conversion gain; important advantages of such mixers are a low LO
power requirement and very low intrinsic noise [1–5]. Mixer noise temperature (DSB) is
limited by the quantum value hf /(2kB) [6], where h and kB are the Plank and Boltzmann
constants, respectively. The SIS mixers were already successfully used both for space
missions like Hershel HIFI [12] and for the ground-based telescopes (including the largest
ALMA multi-element interferometer [13], the European NOEMA interferometer [14], and
the APEX telescope [15]).

The development of superconducting electronics makes it possible to create a su-
perconducting integrated receiver (SIR) [16], which combines all receiver components in
one microcircuit: a planar antenna, an SIS mixer, a superconducting local oscillator based
on a flux-flow oscillator (FFO), and a SIS harmonic mixer for FFO phase locking. SIR
sensitivity and spectral resolution were demonstrated by s atmospheric limb sounding on
board a high-altitude balloon [17]. SIR has been successfully implemented in the laboratory
for detailed spectral measurements of THz radiation emitted from the BSCCO mesa at
frequencies up to 750 GHz [18], as well as for recording sub-THz radiation of the human
body under physiological stress [19].

The Russian space observatory “Millimetron” [20] with a 10-m coolable telescope, a
successor of the Russian ground-space interferometer “Radioastron”, is designed to study
different objects in the universe, including black holes, at sub-THz and THz frequencies.
As an event horizon of a black hole is very compact, an extremely high angular resolution
is required to observe details of these objects. Such a resolution will be provided by the
“Millimetron” orbit configuration in combination with ground-based telescopes [21]; the
observatory will be located in the vicinity of the Lagrange point L2, at 1.5 million km from
Earth. For the Space-Earth interferometer, single sideband 211–275 GHz receivers sensitive
for both side-bands (2SB) with a noise temperature below 50 K are required. In this paper,
the results of the development of a prototype of the DSB SIS waveguide receiver with
suitable parameters are presented.

The CHAMP+ heterodyne array [22] was installed on the APEX telescope and tested
in 2006 [23]. The instrument consists of two separate sub-arrays of 7-pixels each; the pixels
are placed in a hexagonal configuration. The input frequency ranges of two sub-arrays
were chosen in accordance with the atmospheric transparency windows: 600–720 GHz
and 790–950 GHz for low and high band, correspondingly. The low-frequency sub-array
utilized state-of-the-art SIS mixers that were initially developed for the ALMA Band
9 receivers [24]. For high frequency mixers, only a preliminary design was made without
performance optimization. Over the last decade, the technology of sub-THz SIS mixers
has been greatly improved; a new generation of high-frequency range CHAMP+ detectors
was developed. This article describes the characteristics of the optimized high-frequency
CHAMP+ mixers and compares them with previous results.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Nb/AlOx/Nb and Nb/AlN/NbN SIS Mixers

The implementation of quantum-limited characteristics requires SIS tunnel junctions
with an extremely low leakage current below a gap voltage Vg and a minimum spreading
of the energy gap δVg. This is especially important for low-frequency devices (f < 300 GHz),
since the δVg should be much smaller than the quasiparticle step size hf /e, and the leakage
current at a bias voltage around Vg–hf /2e (in the middle of this step) determines the noise
of the mixer. The well-developed technology of the Nb–AlOx–Nb tunnel junctions is based
on the fact that a very thin Al layer can completely cover the base Nb electrode [25–28],
effectively planarizing the column-like microstructure of the Nb film [27]. This Al layer is
subsequently oxidized and the top Nb electrode is deposited on the oxidized layer to form
a so-called three-layer structure.

The selective niobium etching and anodization process (SNEAP) [26] was used to fabri-
cate the SIS tunnel junctions from the Nb/Al-AlOx/Nb three-layer structure circuits [28–30]
on 24 × 24 mm quartz substrates. To prevent etching of the substrate at the junction defi-
nition process and to simplify photolithography on a transparent substrate, a “monitor”
Nb layer with a thickness of approximately 100 nm was applied to the substrate using DC
magnetron sputtering. The next step is the deposition of a three-layer structure, which
was carried out using DC magnetron sputtering in one vacuum cycle. First, a 200 nm thick
lower niobium layer is deposited together with a 5 nm thick barrier aluminum layer. After
that, the aluminum surface is oxidized in an atmosphere of pure oxygen, and a layer of
upper Nb is deposited with a thickness of 100 nm. The geometry of the base electrode is
formed by lift-off.

SIS junctions are formed by reactive ion etching (RIE) in CF4; the top layer of the Nb
three-layer structure is removed in accordance with a mask from the photoresist defining
the geometry of the junction. The AlOx barrier layer acts as a stop layer, preventing further
etching of the structure. After RIE, light anodization is carried out up to 10 V using the
same photoresist mask, then, an insulating SiO2 layer with a typical thickness of 250 nm is
deposited using RF magnetron sputtering. The opening of the contacts to the SIS junctions
is carried out by lift-off. The upper electrode is also formed by the lift-off process from the
deposited niobium layer with a thickness of 350–400 nm. The gold contact pads of the base
and top electrodes are formed in a similar manner.

Usually, the well-pronounced knee-like feature arises on the IVC at voltages slightly
higher than Vg. This feature is due to the presence of the aluminum layer near the tunnel
barrier; the IVC of the Nb/Al-AlOx/Nb (S-S’/I/S) tunnel junction depends on the quasi-
particle density of states in the S’ layer (Al). This density of states for the Nb/Al bilayers
was calculated using the microscopic proximity effect model [31]. The model assumes a
short electron mean-free path (dirty limit conditions) in both S (Nb) and S’ (Al) materials.
Experimentally, the dependence of this effect on the parameters of the tunnel structure was
investigated in [28]. The presence of the knee structure results in the negative differential
resistance on the quasiparticle steps that in turn leads to the mixer instability and nonlinear
operation at some frequencies.

It was demonstrated that the knee structure can be completely suppressed by intro-
ducing an additional Al layer in the base electrode. The current-voltage characteristic (IVC)
of an Nb-Al-Nb/Al-AlOx/Nb SIS mixing element (area of approximately 1 µm2) with an
additional Al layer in the bottom electrode, measured in the voltage-bias mode, is shown
in Figure 1; the SIS junction critical current is suppressed by a magnetic field. The normal
resistance of the SIS junction is Rn = 22 Ω; the quality parameter characterized by the ratio
of the resistances under and above the gap Rsg/Rn = 39; the gap voltage Vg = 2.8 mV, and
the energy gap spreading δV is approximately 0.1 mV.
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Figure 1. IVC of the Nb-Al-Nb/Al-AlOx/Nb mixer element fabricated on quartz substrate (area of
tunnel junction A = 1 µm2, Vg = 2.8 mV, RnA = 22 Ω µm2); the Josephson supercurrent is suppressed
by the magnetic field (black line). The IVCs of the SIS mixer pumped by LO at 241 GHz at two
different LO powers are shown by the blue and red lines. A cross-section of the three-layer structure
is presented in the inset.

To realize a quantum-limited performance of the SIS mixers at sub-THz frequencies,
several important issues should be considered:

(1) For operation at sub-THz frequencies, tunnel junctions with very high tunnel
barrier transparencies are required. Unfortunately, there is a limit to the increasing of the
AlOx barrier transparency (current density of approximately 10–15 kA/cm2); at a higher
current density, abrupt degradation of the junction’s quality takes place. This problem
was overcome by the development of Nb/Al-AlN/Nb tunnel junctions that demonstrate
reasonably good Rsg/Rn > 10 at very high current densities of up to 100 kA/cm2 [32–35].
The procedure for fabrication of the Nb/AlN/Nb junction follows the well-known recipe
for Nb/AlOx/Nb circuits that was described above; the only difference is the replacement
of the oxidation with the nitridization process. To achieve a good matching between such
high current density junctions and the antenna, submicron SIS junctions are required;

(2) The operating frequency of the Nb SIS receivers is constrained by the gap frequency
of Nb (approximately 700 GHz). The possible solution for this problem may be found in the
fabrication and utilization of the devices with microstrip lines based on compounds of Nb
with the higher gap frequencies, particularly NbTiN; the top electrode of the line is usually
made from normal metal to avoid SIS junction overheating [36–38]. We developed an SIS
mixer based on high critical current density Nb/AlN/NbN tunnel junctions embedded
in a microstrip line consisting of a 320 nm NbTiN lower electrode (ground plane) and a
500 nm Al upper electrode [39]. The microstrip electrodes are separated by a 250 nm thick
SiO2 insulating layer. The SIS junction is placed on the NbTiN film and the top NbN layer
is in contact with the upper Al electrode (see inset in Figure 2). A detailed procedure for
making the circuit is described in [39].
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Figure 2. IVC of the Nb/AlN/NbN mixer element inserted in the NbTiN/Al stripline, fabri-
cated on quartz substrate for APEX telescope (area of tunnel junction A = 0.5 µm2, Vg = 3.22 mV,
RnS = 8.5 Ω µm2, Jg of approximately 30 kA/cm2); the Josephson supercurrent is suppressed by the
magnetic field (black line). IVC of the SIS mixer pumped by a CW LO source delivering approxi-
mately 0.5 µW of power to the SIS junction at 950 GHz is shown by the red line. A cross-section of
the mixer element incorporated in a NbTiN/Al microstrip line is presented in the inset.

(3) The frequency of 950 GHz corresponds to a quasiparticle step size of 3.9 mV,
which exceeds the Vg of conventional SIS junctions with Nb electrodes (Vg < 2.8 mV for
Nb/AlN/Nb junctions with high current density). Further, the quasiparticle step from the
negative IVC branch suppresses the positive step and decreases the voltage range available
for the SIS mixer biasing, considering the presence of the unsuppressed Shapiro step
feature [40] right on the quasiparticle step. The use of an AlN tunnel barrier in combination
with an NbN superconducting top electrode provides a significant improvement in the
performance of the SIS THz mixer since much higher gap voltages can be realized. To
investigate this idea, we developed the Nb/AlN/NbN tunnel junction [30,41]. The NbN
film was deposited by DC-reactive magnetron sputtering at ambient temperature, with
1.8 W/cm2 power density using an Ar + 9% N2 gas mixture. Otherwise, the fabrication
procedure was the same as for Nb/AlN/Nb junctions [30,41]. The IV characteristic of
such junctions fabricated on Si substrates demonstrated quality factor Rsg/Rn > 30 at the
current density up to 10 kA/cm2 and a gap voltage as high as 3.7 mV [41,42]. For the
Nb/AlN/NbN junctions with 0.5 µm2 area fabricated on an Si substrate, a gap voltage
Vg = 3.5 mV was measured. In contrast, the Nb/AlN/NbN junctions with thin (100 nm)
Nb electrodes fabricated on the NbTiN film have Vg = 3.22 mV and quality Rsg/Rn = 20 for
RnA = 8.5 Ω·µm2 (current density is of approximately 30 kA/cm2), see Figure 2.

To design a low-noise THz-mixer, the capacitance of an SIS junction should be tuned
out by specially-designed inductive elements; for that, the junction capacitance should be
determined with high accuracy, i.e., the main parameters of the tunnel barrier (average
barrier height ϕ and thickness d) must be evaluated. We determined the tunnel barrier
thickness and its average height from the IVCs at high voltages [43] as proposed by
Simmons [44] and as generalized by Brinkman for tunnel junctions in the limit of low
bias voltages [45]. The main parameters of the tunneling barrier of the Nb/AlOx/Nb and
Nb/AlN/Nb junctions are estimated in a wide range of current densities, see Figure 3. A
decrease in the height of the tunnel barrier of the junction with the AlN barrier by 0.3 eV in
comparison with the oxide junction makes it possible to realize SIS junctions with a current
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density of more than 15 kA/cm2 with an insulating layer thickness of approximately 1 nm
that is allowable technologically, which makes it possible to obtain a quality parameter
Rsq/Rn as high as 25, even for high current density (RnA < 10 Ω·µm2).
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2.2. Mixer and Mixer Block Designs

In the design of the mixer block for the frequency range 211–275 GHz, we follow a
successful modular construction approach developed for the ALMA Band 9 receiver [24].
The mixer block (see Figure 4) consists of a few separate elements: (1) an input horn; (2) a
central part with the waveguide; (3) a back piece (BP) unit where the mixer chip is installed;
and (4) a magnet block unit with two magnet pins to suppress the Josephson critical
current of the SIS mixer. The receiving chip (width 150 µm,) is located in a rectangular
1000 × 500 µm waveguide at a distance of 230 µm from the back short in the waveguide,
orthogonal to the propagation direction (Figure 5). The Nb/AlOx/Nb SIS junction is placed
into a planar Nb/SiO2/Nb tuning structure made on a 125 µm thick quartz substrate.
To prevent leakage of the high frequency input signal through this dielectrically filled
waveguide, blocking low-pass filters were used.
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Figure 5. A 3D model for a double-side mixer placed inside a waveguide channel. The input horn is
placed in the front side of the waveguide mixer block (Waveguide in), and the back short position is
marked in a back view.

To achieve a good SIS mixer performance, the tunnel junction should be matched
properly with the input waveguide impedance at high frequencies and with a 50 Ohm
amplifier impedance in the whole IF frequency band. To match the waveguide impedance
of approximately 400 Ohm and the high frequency SIS impedance, a waveguide probe and
a tuning structure were used. A combination of the coplanar (CPW) and microstrip (MSL)
lines was used to tune out the intrinsic SIS capacitance and to provide the matching of the
resulting SIS impedance to the waveguide at high frequencies (see Figure 6). This approach
allowed us to make the tuning structures more compact. As the wavelengths in the tuning
lines in the range of IF are much larger than the dimensions of the structure, the tuning
microstrip lines add some capacitance to the sample impedance on the IF. To adjust the
output impedance of the receiver, a matching circuit should be implemented at the mixer
output. In this work, we used a PCB with a 50 Ohm line without any additional tuning
elements (see Figure 7).
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The waveguide probe is shown on the right.
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To make a wideband receiver for the 790–950 GHz frequency range for CHAMP+,
we used twin SIS junctions [46,47] (each with an area of 0.5 µm2, see Figure 8), coupled
by a waveguide probe to the E-field of a rectangular waveguide of 300 × 75 µm. The SIS
mixer [48,49] was based on high critical current density Nb/AlN/NbN tunnel junctions
included in the NbTiN-Al microstrip line [39]. The microstrip electrodes (320 nm thick
bottom NbTiN electrode and a 500 nm thick top electrode made of Al) were separated by a
250 nm SiO2 insulator. The detailed procedure for making the circuit is described in the
previous subsection.
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Figure 8. Layout (left) and SEM photo (right) of the CHAMP+ high band SIS mixer. The central part of the chip (including
SIS twin junction, transformer, and probe) is magnified.

Due to the high current density of the AlN barrier, a lower Rn value is realized, which
gives a higher 1/RnC ratio for junctions (with C-junction capacitance), providing a wider
reception bandwidth. A twin mixer circuit was formed by two SIS junctions with 6.5 µm
junction spacing, embedded in a 4.5 µm wide microstrip line, which is connected to the
antenna by a 7 × 27 µm impedance transformer [44] designed to match the high current
density junctions to the waveguide probe (see Figure 8).

3. Experimental Results
3.1. 211–275 GHz SIS-Mixer Measurements

To evaluate a wideband radiation matching of the SIS mixer at sub-THz frequencies,
the Michelson Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) technique was used [43,44]. A wide-
band sub-THz glow bar source (1500 K black body) was matched with the FTS, which
was loaded by the SIS mixer as a detector. The mixer was voltage biased at 2.5 mV; a
direct current response was measured versus a mirror position. These data were Fourier-
transformed into a mixer response on the frequency. The experimental data demonstrate a
good agreement with the results of numerical simulations [48,49].

The DSB mixer noise temperature was determined by the standard Y-factor measure-
ment method; an absorber at room temperature (295 K) was used as a “hot” load, and an
absorber cooled by liquid nitrogen (78 K) was used as a “cold” load [48,49]. Figure 9 shows
the SIS receiver output versus the bias voltage measured for 241 GHz LO at 6.5 GHz IF
(60 MHz IF filter bandwidth). The Y-factor was determined by subtracting the responses
measured for hot and cold loads. The value of the Y-factor at the best point exceeds 5.0 dB,
which corresponds to a receiver noise temperature of approximately 22 K. The values of the
noise temperature Tn were obtained without any corrections for losses in the beam splitter
and the cryostat window [49]; they were only twice the value of hf/kB in the frequency range
from 240 to 275 GHz (see Figure 10); the obtained values meet the technical requirements
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for the 211–275 GHz receiver of the Millimetron space radio telescope. It should be noted
that the receiver linearity was confirmed by direct measurements at most frequencies in
the tuning range, except for two points around 260 GHz; these points were excluded from
Figure 10.
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Figure 10. DSB receiver noise temperature of the SIS receiver on the local oscillator (LO) frequency;
the experimental data are presented without any corrections for losses in the input optic elements.
Measurement uncertainty is approximately 2 K, shown by error bars. The dash-dotted line is given
as a guide for the eyes.

A detailed description of mixer noise breakdown was discussed in Ref. [49]; the
estimates of the contributions of the device components can be listed as follows: (a) 6 micron
mylar beam splitter—0.6 K; (b) receiver input window—0.5 K; (c) IF circuit (which is a
combination of a Pamtech 4–12 GHz cryogenic isolator and a cryogenic amplifier)—6 K.
Note that the quantum limit for the DSB SIS mixer element is hf /2kB [6]; which corresponds
to 5.8 K at 250 GHz. The receiver stability at a 241.2 GHz LO frequency was evaluated
by recording the receiver output vs. time at the same operating conditions as for noise
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temperature measurements. The hot load was presented in the form of the receiver. A
60 MHz bandpass filter was used to limit the signal bandwidth. An Allan time up to 10 s
was registered [49] determined by the stability of the set-up components and is a typical
value for all SIS mixers evaluated in this setting.

3.2. High Band (790–950 GHz) Mixers

The SIS mixers for the waveguide receiver with an operation frequency up to 950 GHz
were developed and tested [49–51]; these mixers are based on Nb/AlN/NbN twin tunnel
junctions incorporated in a NbTiN/Al microstrip line and are intended for the Chinese
radio observatory at Dome A, Antarctic, for Champ II+ (APEX observatory at Atacama
site in Chile) and Brazilian LLAMA located in the Andes. The above technology makes it
possible to achieve a junction current density of up to 30 kA/cm2; providing a figure of
merit (the ratio of the resistance of the sub-gap to normal) above 20. Using the twin SIS
junction design, we have achieved a wide receiver operating range (675 to 950 GHz) and
quite good noise temperature in this frequency range, as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. DSB noise temperature for three SIS mixers as a function of frequency; noise temperature
was corrected for losses in the input window and beam splitter. The dotted line shows the noise
temperature, which corresponds to 3hf /kB.

The original CHAMP + high-frequency mixers used Nb/AlOx/Nb SIS technology;
the high-frequency mixers were based on twin SIS junctions, as opposed to the single-
junction design for the low frequency range; the twin junction circuit was inserted into
a microstrip line with an NbTiN bottom and an aluminum top wire [22], similar to HIFI
band 3 mixers [36]. The photos of the high band (790–950 GHz) array of 7-pixels, placed in
a hexagonal configuration, are presented in Figure 12. Since the one-off design was created
without further iteration, the performance of previous mixers was not optimized, leaving
room for improvement. The noise temperature of the original mixers, measured before
being installed in the receiver cryostat [46], is shown in Figure 13 by blue curves. This is
corrected for noise caused by input window loss and beam splitter for LO injection. The
data does not cover the entire range due to the limited range of the laboratory LO (based
on BWO) available at the time. These characteristics were confirmed by recent laboratory
measurements of the original center pixel mixer after it was removed from the telescope
(green curve in Figure 13) [51]. Generally speaking, the noise temperature of the original
mixers ranges from 300–400 K at low frequencies to double the value at high frequencies.
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Figure 12. 7-pixel array for high band (790–950 GHz) receiver CHAMP+ at radio telescope APEX
(Atacama Pathfinder EXperiment): (a) Photo of the pixel mixer block elements, (b) 7-pixel mixer
array with open horns, (c) Lens array at the top of the cartridge body.
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Figure 13. DSB mixer noise temperature for the entire 4–12 GHz IF band vs. LO frequency. The
noise temperature is corrected for approximately 10% insertion loss of a beam splitter and the hot LO
(300 K) contribution. The old mixers’ performances (blue curves), including the additional recent
verification for the central pixel (green curve), are compared here with the results for the new mixers
(red curves) [51].

To upgrade high frequency receivers, we have developed mixers based on twin
Nb/AlN/NbN SIS junctions embedded in the NbTiN/Al line [38,49–51]. This technology
allowed us to significantly improve the performance of the 7-pixel array for the CHAMP
+ instrument, mounted on the APEX (Atacama Pathfinder EXperiment) telescope, input
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frequency range 790–950 GHz, IF range 4–12 GHz. All upgraded mixers used the second
minimum critical current when suppressed by the magnetic field; the DSB noise temper-
ature for upgraded mixers is shown in Figure 13 with red curves [51]. From the data
presented in Figure 13, we can conclude that the modernization of the mixers should
improve the sensitivity of the CHAMP + high frequency range by 1.3–1.5 times [51]. In
the case of good weather conditions, given an atmosphere transparency of approximately
50% [52], the mapping speed will be improved by approximately 40%.

In addition to the integrated IF data in Figure 13, we measured [51] the IF spectra
for all LO points; the best IF noise temperature in the 4–12 GHz range on LO frequency
is shown in Figure 14. As expected, it is lower than the integrated results, although the
consistency of the curves does not change—the mixer with the lowest noise temperature in
Figure 13 remains the best and in Figure 14 [51]. The data in Figure 14 demonstrate the
receiver performance at typical spectral lines radio astronomy observations.
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incorporated in an NbTiN/Al line. The presented mixer technology in comparison with 
Nb/AlOx/Nb mixers looks quite promising: (1) a higher Vg value provides a 0.7 mV wider 
quasiparticle step for high frequencies; (2) high current density allows for a very broad-
band mixer; (3) heating of the SIS junctions is not critical for the operation of the mixer. 
SIS mixers designed to upgrade the CHAMP + high frequency array (790–950 GHz) on 
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Figure 14. The best noise temperature over the IF band as a function of LO frequency. The data are
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4. Conclusions

We designed, fabricated, and tested a DSB SIS mixer for the frequency range of
211–275 GHz. The uncorrected receiver noise temperature of approximately 16.5 ± 2 K
was measured at frequency 255 GHz, which exceeds the quantum value hf/kB only slightly.
This mixer is developed as a prototype for the Millimetron Space mission or future astron-
omy instruments, and it can be used for novel ground-based radio telescopes (Suffa [53],
LLAMA [54]).

To upgrade the high-frequency receivers, we have employed Nb/AlN/NbN mixers
incorporated in an NbTiN/Al line. The presented mixer technology in comparison with
Nb/AlOx/Nb mixers looks quite promising: (1) a higher Vg value provides a 0.7 mV wider
quasiparticle step for high frequencies; (2) high current density allows for a very broadband
mixer; (3) heating of the SIS junctions is not critical for the operation of the mixer. SIS
mixers designed to upgrade the CHAMP + high frequency array (790–950 GHz) on the
APEX telescope exhibit DSB noise temperatures of 210 to 400 K. This improves sensitivity
by up to 40% (i.e., almost a factor of 2 in observation time).
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